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BLACKVUE DR750X PLUS 3CH

DMS-32GB

Price: $609.99

manufacturer
NAV-TV SKU NTV-KIT1010 weight

5.00 Lbs
market
USA, Europe



BlackVue DR750X-3CH DMS Plus features front and rear video protection powered by

Sony image sensors and a driver-monitoring camera to alert in case of drowsiness or

distracted driving. Also included are GPS logger, built-in Wi-Fi, Cloud connectivity and built-in

voltage monitoring for Parking Mode.

 

Front, Rear and Driver-Monitoring Cameras

Vehicle and driver safety

Dual STARVIS™ sensors in Full HD 1080p (front 60 / rear 30 frames per second / 139° view

angle) + HD 720p (10 frames per second / 54° view angle) interior infrared camera with Sony

CMOS sensor.

The back-illuminated STARVIS image sensors capture clear details in both shadows and

highlights thanks to high sensitivity and wide dynamic range. With its infrared illumination

LEDs, the Driver-Monitoring Camera can monitor the driver day and night and alert of

drowsiness or distracted driving.

Native Parking Mode with built-in voltage monitor to protect your vehicle battery (hardwiring

cable included).

With the free BlackVue Cloud service, check on your car from anywhere, anytime.

 

 

Driver-Monitoring Camera

The infrared Driver-Monitoring Camera (DMC100) is designed to improve driver’s safety by

helping prevent risky driving behaviors. The DMC100 monitors the driver at all times. Its

algorithm can detect statuses such as:

• Distracted driving

• Drowsy driving

• Driver detected/undetected

As soon as a potentially dangerous situation is detected, the DMC100 emits a beep to alert

the driver and triggers push notifications if connected to the Cloud.

Car Radio Versions

Any

BLACKVUE DR750X PLUS 3CH DMS-32GB Compatibility Chart

Model Year Range Version Radio Notes

Any/Any 2000-2023 Europe Any

Any/Any 2000-2023 USA Any
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